The quanta unit of the immune system is the cell, yet analyzed samples are often heterogeneous with respect to cell subsets which can mislead result interpretation. Experimentally, researchers face a difficult choice whether to profile heterogeneous samples with the ensuing confounding effects, or a priori focus on a few cell subsets of interest, potentially limiting new discoveries. An attractive alternative solution is to extract cell subset-specific information directly from heterogeneous samples via computational deconvolution techniques, thereby capturing both cell-centered and whole system level context. Such approaches are capable of unraveling novel biology, undetectable otherwise. Here we review the present state of available deconvolution techniques, their advantages and limitations, with a focus on blood expression data and immunological studies in general.
Introduction
The cellular composition of many biological samples is heterogeneous and varying, that is multiple cell-type subsets are present in each sample, and different samples show high variance between one another in relative cell subset proportions (from hereon, heterogeneous sample). Moreover, many physiological and pathological processes involve cell motility (e.g. infiltration) and differentiation, ultimately resulting in marked shifts in sample cell subset composition ( Figure 1a ). An example of importance is peripheral blood, which is composed of many different immune cell subsets, comprising the fundamental units of a complex system, whose state and interaction activity reflect the type of biological processes taking place whether in health or disease. The ability to measure and interpret phenotypic changes between specific conditions at the cell subset level is therefore critical to obtain a detailed understanding of the role of each cell subset within the immune system.
While the problem of sample heterogeneity has long been acknowledged [1,2 ,3] , researchers have struggled between the choice of focusing on a single cell subset or ignoring the problem and assaying heterogeneous samples. Whereas cell-isolation entails a loss of a systems perspective (i.e. biologically meaningful changes happening in multiple cell subsets and between them), ignoring sample heterogeneity entails misleading and difficult to interpret results. This has been an especially sore point in genomic scale studies (predominantly whole genome gene expression), where it is easy to lose sight of the natural cellular-context of the data amongst thousands of measured features and draw incorrect conclusions.
An emerging solution to this dilemma comes in the form of computational deconvolution methodologies, capable of extracting cell type-specific information directly from data generated from heterogeneous samples. Research addressing this issue started with the pioneering work of Venet et al. [4] , but received relatively little attention. More recently, the increased application of genomic tools to human samples, which exhibit high sample heterogeneity, has spurred further developments. In particular, the availability of data from large efforts that profiled the gene expression of multiple known cell subsets and highlighted distinct differences between them [5 ,6 ] both motivated such computational algorithm development and served as useful input for them.
This article reviews this active area of research and draws attention on the advantages and limitations of the different proposed approaches. For the sake of simplicity, we focus on peripheral blood, which is the primary source of samples in human immunology studies, and in particular on gene expression data and group differences analyses. However research has concomitantly focused on other tissue and data types. Eventually, such techniques have the potential to provide a valuable cell-centered view of the immune system, bringing new insights into inter and intra cellular dynamics, and cell subset states in health and disease. that the measured abundance of any such transcript is confounded by the composition of the sample from which it is measured. More precisely, we may break down the total measured abundance of a gene in a sample into three Abundance Components: (1) that due to the characteristic condition of a sample (e.g. disease type, etc.), (2) that due to the individual variation, genotype-specific or technical measurement variation, and (3) that due to the average characteristic abundance of a gene as a function of the underlying cell subsets in a sample and their relative proportions (Figure 1b) . The extent of contribution of each Abundance Component to total gene expression measured differs between cell subsets, conditions and individuals on a gene by gene basis. In general, however, we note that whereas Abundance Components (1) and (2) describe important biological differences in gene expression (excluding individual technical variation), Abundance Component (3) reflects gene expression variations that are more succinctly captured and interpreted by reporting differences in proportions of cell subsets.
As the composition of relative cell-type subset proportions varies between samples, analysis of sample differences by any methodology oblivious to the underlying cell-type heterogeneity will suffer from several strong drawbacks:
Misleading information: if a cell subset's proportion difference is correlated with the phenotype of interest, classical analysis methods (i.e. cell subset agnostic) are prone to produce more false positive differentially expressed genes by detecting differences in total abundance stemming from this shared overall correlation (Figure 1c) . Ideally, differences due to biological condition could be decoupled from those resulting from an artifact of sample heterogeneity (see next section).
Signal dilution: differences in genes expressed in cell subsets present at low proportion in a sample may be masked by the signal coming from the same gene expressed in a prevalent cell subset, or alternatively by a high sample-wise variance of the proportions of cell subsets in which the gene is expressed. A prime example of this problem is observed when analyzing gene expression samples derived from whole blood versus PBMCs of the same subjects, where tissue type is a greater determinant of similarity than subject condition [2 ,7 ] (primarily due to the presence of Implications of sample heterogeneity include (c) an inability to identify whether increased total expression is due to the over-expression of a gene or to merely having more cells of a given subset in the sample, as well as (d) a difficulty in interpreting results and identifying the cell subset of origin of any detected differences.
neutrophils, which constitute anywhere from 50-70% of whole blood samples).
Result interpretation: without accounting for varying cell subset proportions, it is difficult to attribute the observed effect to any given cell subset (Figure 1d ). Often a follow up experiment is required to understand from which cell subset a detected signal originated. Eventually, this makes it harder to build a detailed picture of the immune system and precisely delineate its main driving components -in the considered condition.
Given the above raised difficulties, it may be surprising that sample collection and analysis are still very commonly performed on highly heterogeneous tissues (e.g. peripheral blood in humans, spleen in the case of mice), despite the availability of experimental techniques to isolate and profile fairly homogeneous cell-population, and most recently to profile them at the single cell level [8] . From a research perspective standpoint, effectively choosing whether to profile a heterogeneous tissue or to isolate specific cell subsets should depend on whether one wishes to get a systems perspective by profiling all accessible cell subsets involved in a certain biological process, or conduct a focused study in which cell subsets of interest are a priori chosen. This is especially a problem in genomic level studies which often strive for a systems perspective but where the interpretation of data without cellular context is most difficult. In practice however, based on our own experiences, the decision as to how and what to profile is dictated by limitations in sample material, financial considerations, concerns with respect to biases introduced during isolation procedures [2 ], or an under-appreciation to the inherent problems in using heterogeneous samples.
Extracting cell type-specific information from heterogeneous tissue
An attractive approach for gaining insight on cell-subset specific information is to estimate the proportion and/or gene expression profile of different cell subsets directly from the heterogeneous samples via computational methodologies, thereby preserving the whole-systems perspective, as well as obtaining an unbiased cell-based view (Figure 2 Computational deconvolution methodologies enable capturing both cell-centered and system wide information. Experimental methodologies for dealing with sample heterogeneity require either to isolate cells of interest, which perturbs the cells, entails a loss of perspective on the whole system, and is biased toward prior knowledge on which cells are of interest. The alternative, that of profiling the heterogeneous sample directly, provides a whole system view, which, however, lacks any cellular context. Computational deconvolution methodologies offer an intermediate alternative and allow to capture system level information in a cell-centered manner, a model proper to immunology, namely cells interacting with one another.
Present computational methodologies for extracting cell type-specific information from heterogeneous sample data may be divided into five main method classes ( Figure 3 , Table 1 for a detailed list of methodologies, and Supplementary Material for in depth review of requirements and limitations of each class), which we define based on the type of input they require, and the resolution of the output they offer: Quantifying the presence of different cell subsets in heterogeneous samples may be performed either at low-resolution, by (a) celltype enrichment [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , or at high-resolution, by (b) cell proportion estimation methodologies [15 ,16-19] . Both method classes rely on reference signature expression profiles of the different cell subsets or known cell subset-specific marker genes [20, 12, [21] [22] [23] [24] , and respectively provide detection of the presence/implication of a cell subset in an heterogeneous sample or a disease condition signature (Figure 3a) , or actual numeric estimates of the relative proportions of each cell subset in the data (Figure 3b) . Estimating a condition effect accounting for sample heterogeneity may be performed either at low-resolution, by (c) sample heterogeneity correction [25 ,26,27 ,28 ,29] , or at high-resolution, by (d) cell type-specific deconvolution methodologies [25 ,26,30] . Both methodologies rely on the availability of the proportions of one or more cell subsets present in samples, and respectively provide a correction of the measured sample data for biases introduced due to cell subset sample heterogeneity (Figure 3c ), or estimates of cell subset-specific gene expression profiles for each cell subset -for which proportion information was provided, which can be subsequently used to infer cell type-specific differential expression between groups of samples ( Figure 3d ). We note that the input cell-subset proportions in these two method classes, may come either from actual measurements or computationally estimated. In fact, a fifth category (e) consists of complete deconvolution methods which estimate both proportions and cell typespecific expression profiles, often using a combination of deconvolution methods (b and d), and require some limited prior knowledge on proportions [31] or expression profiles [19,30,32,33,34 ,35,36] .
Gain in biological insights
Computational deconvolution methods aim at providing a cell-centered view of heterogeneous molecular data, by decoupling the effect of proportion from cell type-specific phenotype. In particular, they have the potential to mine high-throughput data in a way that even upcoming laboratory techniques may not yet or ever handle, for example, due to limitations of cell surface markers for cell-sorting or to the mere unavailability of biological material for past studies. Notably, they have already proved to be able to provide new insights in complex diseases such as autoimmune disease or cancer. [15 ] deconvolve whole blood samples from Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) patients, identifying specific changes in leukocyte proportions and activation (NK, T and monocytes, in particular), as well as correlation of proportions with treatment type and other clinical measures. Deconvolution based cell-type specific differential expression of acute rejection versus stable patients identified a previously unsuspected role for monocytes in both kidney [25 ] and cardiac transplant [39] , respectively undetectable or only mildly detectable from whole blood. [27 ] showed that DNA methylation is a potential mediator of genetic risk in Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA), and highlighted the importance of correcting for sample heterogeneity in blood DNA methylation data. [34 ] showed that significant improvements in outcome prediction of lung and prostate cancer can be achieved when building a classifier on computationally purified tumor data, as opposed to data from bulk biopsies. Given the large and increasing number of cell-types known, and the desire to capture their difference in behavior, we foresee deconvolution methodologies, which offer increased resolution and interpretability at a little or no extra costs, being increasingly utilized such that they become part of main stream analysis pipelines in human profiling studies.
Limitations of computational approaches
Despite the various successful application of computational deconvolution methodologies, we believe several open issues remain to be investigated before they become widely adopted. First, a better understanding of the accuracy lower bound for estimates of cell subsets proportions or differential gene expression detection must be developed. This general accuracy is difficult to assess because of the many factors to consider (proportion dependencies, individual variation, clinical condition, cell-cell interaction), a large scale evaluation on simulated and public data could provide much information with respect to their power. Second, and particularly relevant in the case of blood, is the development of algorithms capable of performing 'deep deconvolution', that is, accurately estimating from a whole blood or PBMC sample, the proportions and expression patterns of a greater number of cell subsets, going further down into the hematopoietic tree (T-regs, naive, memory, and effector cell subsets). One challenge in achieving this is the minimum required sample size that increases together with the number of considered cell subsets, a restriction that may be lifted using regularization methodologies. Finally more research on how to efficiently perform single-sample deconvolution, where cell type-specific profiles are estimated for each individual sample rather than groups, as already proposed in cancer tissues [34 ] , would enable moving toward more personalized tests. Of note, one of us [RG] has recently published an R package, CellMix [40 ] , which compiles together many of the published computational gene expression deconvolution methodologies, and facilitates future algorithm development and benchmarking.
Computational deconvolution: a cell-centered perspective Shen-Orr and Gaujoux 575 Five classes of computational approaches that extract cell type-specific information from heterogeneous sample data. Different classes of deconvolution methods defined according to the combination of the input data they require and the type and resolution of output they offer. All methods use data from heterogeneous samples, combined with either markers, signatures or proportions to (a) detect cell presence or implication of cell types, (b) estimate cell proportions, (c) correct for heterogeneity, or (d) estimate cell type-specific expression profiles. Dotted line indicates a possibility of using the output of one class of methods as input for another. Complete deconvolution methods (e) alternately estimate proportions from cell type-specific expression and vice-versa, starting with some limited prior knowledge on proportions or expression profiles (signatures, markers).
Conclusion
Cell subset heterogeneity is inherent to most primary biological samples, which may confound downstream data analysis if it is not taken into account and strongly restricts result interpretability. From a systems immunology perspective to health and disease, it is critical to be able to assess each cell subset's state and interactions, over a range of condition and molecular environment. In this respect, computational deconvolution methodologies showed to be powerful tools capable of providing novel high-resolution system-wide insights.
In this review, we focused our discussion on gene expression studies, where the majority of research on the implications of sample cell subset heterogeneity for downstream analysis and on the benefit of addressing it has been done to date. Expressed transcripts are of course not the only molecular species whose interpretation of measured abundance is affected by sample cell subset heterogeneity. For example, computational techniques have already been applied to DNA methylation data, which revealed new biology otherwise masked behind sample heterogeneity [27 ,28 ] . These are not the 576 Special section: systems biology and bioinformatics Table 1 Deconvolution methods with an available user interface
Methods are grouped by classes, which are identified using the labels from Figure 3 . Methods are ordered by class. Methods matching more than one class are classified by the highest resolution they provide. For each method, the type of input required and output generated is listed. The color bullets match the labels of relevant blocks in Figure 3 . $ denotes methods that provide built-in capabilities for statistical testing or confidence interval estimation. For each method, the type of software implementation is indicated. For R, the name of the package implementing the method is listed, if available. CellMix, is an R package compiling together in a standardized interface many of the published computational deconvolution methodologies for gene expression data. The tissue for which a method was developed and may be expected to perform best is also listed.
exception, and we would rather propose that the opposite is the case, namely the majority of molecular species assayed vary in their total abundance from one cell subset to another, and perhaps even for secreted molecular species. Thus their measurement and analysis would be affected by sample composition and benefit from computational techniques aimed at providing a cellcentered view of the system. We envision that different molecular species and measurement modalities would require the tailoring of their own particular methodology, but expect that any new methodology development will likely fall into one of the five method classes we defined here for obtaining cell type-specific information from cell subset heterogeneous gene expression samples.
